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The First Round seat allotment result is hosted on the Website. Candidate should login and
exercise any one of the 4 choices
The choices are:
Choice

-

'

X.

Satisfied with the allotted seat and candidate is willing

to report to the allotted college,

not interested in further allotment of seats in any subsequent round for any discipline.
Such candidates should pay the prescribed fees and submit the original documents to
KEA, obtain the admission order and report

to the college on or before last date as

specified in the admission order. He/she should login to their Option Entry Log-ln-ld and
report to KEA that they have joined. lf a candidate fails to report back to KEA that they
have joined, then their seat will be cancelled even though they might have physically
joined.
Further any candidate who has paid the fees and obtained the Admission Order and fails

to report to thb College on or before the last date and time specified by KEA in the
admission Order, for such candidates no extension of time will be given and the
allotment made in his favor shall be treated as cancelled and he / she ha.s no claim
further on such allotment and they will not be considered for allotment of seats in the
subsequent round. Such seats shall revert back to the pool and fee paid by them will be
forfeited.
lrnplication: Not eligible to participate in the subsequent rounds.
lmportant: Before opting for this choice candidate is advised to be sure as he / she
cannot come back to Option Entry Process for PG AYUSH 201-7 admissions,
Choice2

Satisfied with the allotted seat but wishes to participate in the next round. Such
candidates should pay the prescribed fees and wait for allotment in second round. No
admission order will be given. lf there is provision for up gradation of candidates option
entry, seat will be allotted in second round and then earlier allotted seat gets cancelled
automatically. lf no seat is allotted in the second round then earlier allotted seat will still
hold good in the favour of candidate. Submit all the relevant original documents on the
dates specified in the Annexure to become eligible for allotment of seats in the second
rou n d aft er u n dergoing Biometric verification.
lmplication: Eligible to participate in the subsequent round keeping the seat allotted on
hold. However, if other seat gets allotted in the second round the candidate loses his
old seat. There is no choice between the seats.

Choice 3:
The candidate is not satisfied with the present allotment and wishes to participate in the
next round of counseling. The previously allotted seat is forfeited and offered to the next

eligible candidate.

the relevant the original documents on the dates
specified in Annexure to become eligible for second round of online seat allotment. lf
original documents are not submitted such candidates are not eligible for second round
Such candidates should submit all

of seat allotment.

lmplication: Eligible to participate in the second round only if he/she submitted original
documents and no claim on previously allotted seat.
Choice 4:

Not satisfied with KEA allotted seat and candidate has got seat elsewhere, so candidate is

quitting and not to be considered for allotment of seats in any of the further rounds.
lmplication: Not eligible to participate in the subsequent round and no hold on the
allotted seat and seat allotted earlier will get cancelled.
NOTE:

lf a candidate fails to exercise any of the

above four choices or fails to follow any
prescribed procedures within the stipulated date and time through KEA portal, then the
seat allotted to such candidate stands cancelled automatically withriut any further
notice in this regard and he/she shall not be allowed to participate in further rounds.

The candidates who have not been allotted any seats in the first round should also submit

all the relevant original documents on the dates which will be hosted on the website to
become eligible for second round of seat allotment.

